IBM Security Expert
Labs for Guardium

Guardium

Protect data, reduce complexity and improve outcomes by pairing IBM Security Guardium
and IBM Security Expert Labs. Let our team of product and technical experts take your
Guardium deployment to the next level.

Reduce Time to Deployment and Increase User Adoption
Get paired with a trusted advisor who has the expertise to help your organization execute on its
objectives with data protection and digital trust. When you engage with our team, we can help you
implement a stable and scalable architecture, protect your business from data risk, and maintain a
solid compliance solution.

Our Service Offerings

Why Security Expert Labs?

Getting Started Services

Flexible Options

Optimizing Data Security

Time to Value

Our expert consultants know the ins and
outs of the Guardium data protection
portfolio, which makes Security Expert Labs
a natural partner to deploy your Guardium
solution.

We can provide expert coverage for
varying project needs, including customer
specific compliance, deployment reviews,
architecture advice and optimization
assistance.

Our team can provide a comprehensive
review of your Guardium deployment,
including in-depth analysis and actionable
recommendations on architecture,
configuration and monitoring.

Our team helps customers deploy faster,
smarter and with more agility, so that you
encounter fewer challenges and achieve
product value more quickly.

Expanding Data Security

In addition to providing hands on help
with deployment or product expansion,
we can also educate and support your
team to help you achieve self-sufficiency.

Quickly engage expert Guardium resources
to optimize, tune, upgrade, migrate or
expand your deployment to increase peace
of mind that your data is protected.

Education and Support

Consultant on Demand

Receive time with a consultant for anything
related to Guardium. Pair with a Guardium
subject matter expert to achieve your top
goals, align with your use cases and train
your team.
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Contact your Guardium account manager
or email sel@us.ibm.com today!

